The Forte system has been applied to numerous large-scale verification problems at Intel [7, 8, 9] . Forte incorporates several model checking and decision algorithms, and provides a comprehensive formal verification framework based around the functional programming language FL. In the Forte methodology, FL serves as a language for scripting verification sessions, implementing verification tools, and specifying desired properties of hardware designs.
The Forte system has been applied to numerous large-scale verification problems at Intel [7, 8, 9] . Forte incorporates several model checking and decision algorithms, and provides a comprehensive formal verification framework based around the functional programming language FL. In the Forte methodology, FL serves as a language for scripting verification sessions, implementing verification tools, and specifying desired properties of hardware designs.
To support reasoning about specifications, Forte includes a theorem prover of similar design to the HOL system [3] . In such systems the object language-the logical language in which reasoning is done-is embedded as a data-type in the functional programming language in which the system is implemented, the 'meta-language'. This makes the various term analysis and transformation functions required by a theorem prover straightforward to implement. But separating the objectlanguage and meta-language also causes duplication and inefficiency. Theorem provers like HOL, for example, include separate code for efficient execution of object-language expressions [1] . It would be better to use the execution facility already available for the meta-language to execute object language expressions too.
At Intel, FL is coming to be used as a medium for describing the structure of hardware designs themselves. As with similar work based on Haskell [2, 11] or LISP [6, 10] , a key capability is simulation of hardware designs by program execution. But we wish to do more than just simulate designs; we wish to perform various operations on their syntax-for example transformations such as retiming [13] . We require a framework in which we can both execute functions efficiently and express algorithms over the syntactic structure of their definitions.
Our presentation at DCC 2004 will describe reFL ect [4] , a new language designed to meet these and other theorem proving and hardware design requirements. reFL ect is strongly typed and similar to ML [5] , but has quotation and antiquotation constructs that can be used to construct and decompose expressions in the reFL ect language itself. This provides a form of reflection like that in LISP but in a strongly typed language. The reFL ect language is fully implemented and replaces FL in future versions of the Forte system.
The target applications of theorem proving and hardware design give intensional analysis a primary role in reFL ect . Our language therefore differs from other 'meta-programming' languages, such as MetaML [14] and Template Haskell [12] , that are aimed more at program generation and optimization of evaluation. Our presentation will describe these differences and the requirements that motivated them. We will also sketch the implementation of a mechanized reasoning system that uses reFL ect as its object language and its meta-language, includes evaluation as a deduction rule, and combines evaluation with proof by term rewriting. Finally, we will present some preliminary ideas on the use of our reflection features to support transformations on hardware designs modeled in reFL ect .
